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The Official Statistics (OS) are currently engaged in a modernization program that foresees 

a significant revision of the methods traditionally used for the production and dissemination 

of statistics.

Since 2015 ISTAT has been engaged in a deep process of Modernization (Istat, 2016) 

based on the Vision 2020 (Eurostat, 2015).

The main concept behind this transformation is the massive integration of administrative 

archives and survey data, along with the use of Big Data (Citro, 2016). 

This has been achieved developing the Integrated System of Statistical Registers (ISSR)

(Alleva, 2017).
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1. Why is it crucial to communicate uncertainty in OS?

2. Does the traditional taxonomies of uncertainty still make sense in OS?

3. The measures of accuracy in different statistical and informative contexts: a proposal.

5. Conclusions.

In this contribution we focus on how to measure and communicating the users the accuracy

of statistics so as to explicitly consider the main sources of uncertainty which may affect the 

data. 



Why is it crucial to communicate uncertainty in OS?
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Uncertainty is the natural environment in which we operate as statisticians.

Official statistics (OS) in communicating statistics should not ignore the uncertainty in the data production

process, from data collection to the estimation of phenomena.

OS should make any effort to support users on how to evaluate the accuracy of the estimates.

The best is making them able to calculate the accuracy of parameters specified by themselves.

Why is it crucial to communicate uncertainty in OS?

If users are aware of how uncertain estimates are, that could affect their decisions.

The quality of decisions may suffer if decision makers incorrectly take the reported statistics, or incorrectly

conjecture of error magnitudes.

To allow users to judge whether the goodness of fit for their purpose it is fundamental to maintain and

increase users’ confidence in the estimates.
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We should overcome any fear of creating confusion among users or losing credibility.

A measure of the uncertainty of a produced statistics does not weaken that estimate!

Of course, tailoring the communication on uncertainty in different ways and languages for different

targets.

OS has long been equipped in communicating uncertainty of statistics and the EU Code of Practice

include recommendations on this issue, in particular on the necessary transparency in

communicating estimates and in the processes to calculate them.

In the sample context, how to measure and to communicate accuracy is more consolidated; and also for

statistics based on administrative sources OS developed guidelines and indicators. In the last review of

the Code of Practice (Eurostat, 2018) reference is also made to the accuracy in estimates based on

the integration of different sources.



Does the traditional taxonomies of uncertainty still make sense in OS?
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In the literature there are interesting taxonomies of uncertainty, from which measurement and

communication strategies have been developed.

A three-level categorizations have been provided over time by different authors for focusing on statistical

modeling of risks (Rumsfeld 2002; Diebold et al. 2010; Spiegelhalter 2017), Sampling Design-based and

Model-based:

Aleatory uncertainty: the natural randomness in a process, fully expressed by classical probabilities.

Epistemic uncertainty: the scientific uncertainty about the structure and parameters of a statistical

model of a process.

Ontological uncertainty: unrecognised ignorance about the entire modelling process as a description

of reality.
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Manski (2015) provided a significant boost to the measurement and communication of uncertainty.

Starting from the traditional classification of errors in sampling and non-sampling ones, Manski

identified three main sources of uncertainty for economic statistics.

Transitory statistical uncertainty arises because data collection takes time. Agencies sometimes

release a preliminary estimate of an OS in an early stage of data collection and revise the estimate

as new data arrive (a typical example is GDP).

Permanent statistical uncertainty derives from incompleteness or inadequacy of data collection

that does not diminish with time (ifrom non-response and from the possibility that some respondents

may provide inaccurate data).

Definitional (conceptual) uncertainty concerns the interpretation of statistics rather than their

magnitudes (from incomplete understanding of the information that OS provide).
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When communicating uncertainty, two fundamental levels of uncertainty were considered (Van der

Bles et al.).

Direct uncertainty about an event, number or hypothesis. (This can be communicated either in

absolute quantitative terms, say a probability distribution, or confidence interval, or expressed relative

to alternatives, such as likelihood ratios, or verbal summary, visualizations, and so on).

Indirect uncertainty in terms of the quality of the underlying knowledge that forms the basis for

any claim about the event, number or hypothesis (generally communicated as a list of ordered

warnings about the underlying sources of evidence).
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In the new ecosystem of OS, estimates are based on an integrated system of statistical registers, fed in a

systematic and continuous way by surveys, administrative archives and new sources.

Does the distinction between transitory and permanent uncertainty still make sense?

Doesn't the revision process typically planned for national accounts during the progressive consolidation

of sources now represent the way forward for any statistics produced through an integrated system of

registers? How to communicate this sort of continuous review to users?

Does it still make sense to distinguish between direct and indirect uncertainty?

We have some doubts.

In anyhow, a crucial part of the challenge of producing OS based on an integrated system of statistical

registers is the measurement and communication of uncertainty.
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Components of 

‘statistical surveys’ (1)
Data sources

Sources of uncertainty 

introduced

(i) Census
Data from all members of a 

population
Coverage errors

(ii) Sample survey
Data from a (usually random) 

sample of population members
Sampling errors

(iii)

Data from 

administrative 

records

Data originally kept for non-

statistical purposes

Uncertainty derived also by 

models

(iv)
Data derived from 

statistical activity

Data estimated, modelled, or 

otherwise derived from a 

multiplicity of existing statistical 

data sources

Uncertainty derived by a 

plurality of errors (also 

linkage)

(1) Components introduced by Statistics Canada (2009)

Measuring uncertainty: the different informative contexts
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In a recent work

”Alleva, Falorsi, Petrarca, Righi, Measuring the accuracy of aggregates computed from a statistical

register. JOS, Sept. 2021” (Alleva et al. 2021)

we suggest a feasible calculation strategy for register-based statistics allowing a dynamic calculation of

the Global Meaan Square Error (GMSE) which could allow to release statistics along with the related

measure of accuracy thus improving the relevance, transparency and confidence of official statistics.



Overview

Producing

statistics from a 

Statistical 

Register



General Statistical Setting

Let 𝑈𝑑 be a domain of interest with 𝑁(𝑈𝑑) units

The target parameter is the unknown total of the variable y in 𝑈𝑑 𝑌𝑈𝑑 = σ𝑘∈𝑈𝑑
𝑦𝑘 .

Let R be a statistical register built at micro-level for representing the target population U.

Let 𝑅𝑑 be a domain in  R which should represent the target unknown domain 𝑈𝑑.

Let ො𝑦𝑘 be the value recorded in the register for predicting the value 𝑦𝑘 of the unit k. 

For estimating 𝑌𝑈𝐷 the users of the R, simply sum the predicted ො𝑦𝑘 values  over 𝑅𝑑

𝑌𝑅𝑑 =
𝑘∈𝑅𝑑

ො𝑦𝑘 . 𝐄𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐞 from the register

𝑌𝑅𝑑 is not a True value. It is a statistical prediction/estimate
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Given the need to compute the statistical errors in disseminated data, it is necessary to determine the

measure of accuracy to be calculated and communicated to users.

To make it simple, we introduce this topic for the total 𝒀 = σ𝒌∈𝑼𝒚𝒌, of the variable y within the

population 𝑈, where 𝑦𝑘 is the true value of the variable 𝑦 for unit k. Let 𝑌 be the estimation of 𝑌.

There are multiple sources of error (ranging from sampling errors to coverage errors, etc.).

Each specific approach to inference focuses on different sources of variability and bias in the definition of

the measure of accuracy; these are related to what is treated as fixed or random in the specific inferential

approach.

For instance, the design based (Cochrane, 1977) or the model assisted approaches (Särndal et al.,

1992) treat the population values 𝑦𝑘 as unknown constants and the sample selected, with the sample

design P, is the only source of randomness; therefore, they develop their inference considering only the

variability of the sampling design.

The model-based approach (Chambers and Clark, 2015) considers the sample as fixed and the 𝑦𝑘 values

as random variables generated according to the model, M.

The measures of accuracy in different statistical and informative contexts: a proposal
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Alleva et al. (2021) propose the Global Mean Squared Error (GMSE) as a more general

measure of accuracy:

𝐺𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝑌𝑑 = 𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑀 𝑌𝑅𝑑 − 𝑌𝑈𝑑
2
. −𝑉𝑀 𝑌𝑈𝑑

The GMSE includes, as particular cases, the bias and the traditional measure (the Global

Variance, Sampling and Model variance).

Moreover, the GMSE is an extension of the well-known Mean Squared Error (Biemer, 2010)

taking into consideration all the random components involved in the inferential process for

computing the statistics.

For instance, we may consider the non-response by defining GMSE as:

𝐺𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝑌𝑅𝑑 = 𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐸𝑁𝑅 𝑌𝑅𝑑 −
𝑌

2
,

in which 𝐸𝑁𝑅 indicates the expectation under the models adopted for imputing the non-

response in survey data.



The measure of accuracy:

The computational strategy is presented in ”Alleva, Falorsi, Petrarca, Righi. Measuring The 

Accuracy Of Aggregates Computed From A Statistical Register. JOS, September 2021”

Ideally, for facilitating an informed and correct use of the register, once the user has defined 

✓ the target variable (y) 

✓ the domain of interest (𝑅𝑑), 

it should be useful to render available a dynamic vector of data, say ො𝜎𝑑𝑦,𝑘
2 for 𝑘 = 1,… ,𝑁(𝑅), 

which enables the user to obtain the estimate of the accuracy by simple aggregation:

𝐺𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝑌𝑅𝑑 =
𝑘∈𝑅𝑑

ො𝜎𝑑𝑦,𝑘
2

GMSE - Computation

𝐸𝑃 ห𝑉𝑀 𝑌𝑅𝑑 𝑆 is the dominant term of the GMSE and its calculation is based on a step by step 

linearization.

The final expression is suitable for the computational implementation using unit level elements 

and plug-in estimate of the unknown terms.
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The GMSE could be accepted as a measure of precision by the main professional families of

methodologists within the NSOs: at least those who base their inference only on statistical models and

those who use the statistical models as a support for inference which continues to be based essentially

on sampling design.

The global measure has a number of advantageous qualities, including the following: generality,

stability over time, and robustness in the case of model failures.

▪ GMSE is simple to use and to communicate to users.

▪ It is based on the first and second moments of the random distributions of the specific source of

uncertainty.

▪ Its calculus does not imply the full knowledge of the underlying distributions.

GMSE - Advantagies



CONCLUSIONS
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OS should make any effort to support users on how to evaluate the accuracy of the estimates on the

parameters of interest.

We should overcome any fear of creating confusion among users or losing credibility.

In the new ecosystem of OS, with estimates based on an integrated system of statistical registers (ISSR)

fed in a systematic and continuous way by surveys, administrative archives and new sources, we propose

the Global Mean Squared Error to take into account a plurality of sources of uncertainty.

A strategic choice is whether to make the use of ISSR limited and allow the dissemination of only

planned outputs having a certified accuracy, or make the system more flexible for the users, allowing

different users to produce their own statistics from the ISSR.

We suggest to opt for the second option which makes OS more relevant for its users but which obliges

the NSOs to impose a policy for reducing the risk of inappropriate use of the data.



Thanks for your attention!
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